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Abstract

We conducted the classification subtask at NTCIR-
6 Patent Retrieval Task using a system based on three
document classifiers, namely, a one-vs-rest SVM clas-
sifier, multi-topic classifier, and binary Naive Bayes
classifier.

The multi-topic classifier was constructed on the
basis of the maximum margin principle and applied to
multiple F-term classification. From the experimental
results, this multi-topic classifier yielded a higher F1
value than the one-vs-rest SVM in many cases.

In addition, we employed the one-vs-rest SVM clas-
sifier. The SVM classifier has certain drawbacks such
as low recall performance and large learning time. In
order to solve these problems, we used heuristics for
achieving random reduction of a part of the negative
examples and division of learning. These procedures
lead to a reduction in learning time and improve the
classification performance when appropriate parame-
ters are set.

Keywords: Machine Learning, Text Classification,
Naive Bayes, SVM, Multi-topic Classification, Struc-
tured Classification

1 Introduction

The classification subtask at NTCIR-6 Patent Re-
trieval Task is the task that multiple F-terms are auto-
matically detected for a given patent document. A user
can search a patent document by using this F-term in-
dex in a multifaceted manner [1].

This task has certain characteristics from the view-
point of document classification. The F-term classi-
fication system has a tree structure. Each F-term is
linked by tree edges. The upper level F-terms have
broader concepts, while the lower level F-terms have
more detailed concepts.

Furthermore, the number of multiple F-terms to be
given is relatively large, and each F-term has a rela-
tion that is based on the classification system. we can
consider that this task to be a multi-topic document
classification task having structured outputs.

From this viewpoint, we apply three classification
methods to this task, namely, the one-vs-rest SVM
classifier (SVM), multi-topic classifier (MTC), and
one-vs-rest Naive Bayes classifier (NB).

The MTC implementation for the multi-topic clas-
sification algorithm is based on the maximum margin
principle [6],[9]. Unlike the other algorithms based
on binary classifiers, we can expect this algorithm to
produce an appropriate score for multiple F-terms and
improve the low recall property of the SVM by using
the one-vs-rest formulation.

This time, the number of tasks and training data are
significantly larger than those at NTCIR-5. Thus, the
execution of experiments is difficult if they are per-
formed in a naive manner. For this reason, we ap-
ply certain heuristics for the one-vs-rest SVM. one of
these is the reduction of a part of the negative training
examples, while the other is division of learning.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
describe the feature extraction of patent documents.
In section 3, we provide a detailed description of the
SVM, MTC, NB, and some heuristics for the SVM. In
section 4, we describe the results of classification and
analysis. Finally, in section 5, we provide the conclu-
sion.

2 Feature selection

A patent document has structured data, applicant in-
formation, abstracts, claims, and so on. Therefore, it
is possible to improve the classification performance
by leveraging this structured data [4]. Meanwhile, the
structured data yields high dimensionality in the fea-
ture space of the classifier. This will decrease the clas-
sification performance if the training data are relatively
small.

In this task, the sizes of the F-term set and multi-
ple F-terms to be provided are large, while the training
data are relatively small in most cases. Therefore, we
use the bag-of-words feature instead of the structured
data. The construction of the feature vector is summa-
rized in Figure 1.

The title, abstract, and main contents of the patent
document are tokenized by a morphological analyzer.�����
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Patent document
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Morphological analyzer

Simple Noun phrase chunking

Figure 1. Process for feature selection

We used MeCab 0.92 [8] as the morphological an-
alyzer. Next, noun words are extracted as features.
These noun words are chunked by using very simple
rules. These noun phrases are added to the feature vec-
tor. The value of each feature is set by a novel tf × idf
value. Then, each feature vector corresponding to the
patent document is normalized by a L2-norm. An ex-
ample of a feature vector constructed by this procedure
is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Example of feature vector

where B - C represents the boundary of the tokenized
term.

In a patent document, technical terms are frequently
used. These terms are generally not included in the
dictionary of the morphological analyzer. Thus, they
may prevent the appropriate feature terms from being
extracted. Meanwhile, the F-term definition file in-
cluded in the patent map guidance system (PMGS.tgz)
contains information regarding the classification of the
tree structure and the description of F-terms. This in-

formation appears to be important for F-term classifi-
cation. In particular, the keyword observed in the de-
scription of the F-term appears to be a good feature
word for F-term classification. Therefore, we include
the noun phrases extracted from the F-term definition
file in the dictionary of the morphological analyzer.
We think that this procedure will assist in the extrac-
tion of the appropriate feature terms.

The words shown in Figure 3 are a part of the ex-
tracted terms from theme 4C055 of the F-term defini-
tion file.

D F G H
I J - K - D F - G H
I L - M - D F - G H
N O - K - D F - G H

P R - D F - G H
S T V W - P R - D F - G H

X H - Z [ - P R - D F - G H
\ ] - Z [ - P R - D F - G H
^ H - Z [ - P R - D F - G H

Figure 3. Extracted words from F-term
definition file

3 Classification scheme

3.1 Multi topic classifier

The multi-topic classifier was studied for several
groups and formulations [10],[6],[9]. Based on these
studies, we constructed the MTC possessing a loss
function by means of the average precision of the
ranked output F-terms.

Now, let y = (y1, . . . , yl) be the feature vector as-
sociated with multiple F-terms, i.e., if yp = 1, the p-th
F-term is given in the document, if yp = 0, p-th F-
term is not given in the document. Let x be the bag-
of-words representing the patent document. From this
notation, we can determine the output F-term by using
the following decision function:

arg max
y

score(y,x) =
l∑
p

yp〈wp,x〉, (1)

where wp is the weight vector associated with the p-th
F-term and 〈, 〉 is a novel inner product.

The set of weight vectors w = {w1, . . . ,wl} is
determined by the following optimization problem:

min.
1
2

l∑
p=1

〈wp,wp〉 (2)

s.t. marginw(yi,xi,y
′

) =
l∑

p=1

(yi
p − y

′

p)〈wp,xi〉�����
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−
{
1 − avg. prec(yi,y

′

)
}
≥ 0,

i = 1, . . . , N, (3)

where avg. prec(yi,y
′

) is the average precision be-
tween the i-th training multiple F-terms and the ranked
estimated F-terms y

′

[7].
We will explain the above expression. Because wp

is the weight vector and 〈wp,x〉 is interpreted as the
degree of the p-th F-term, we can naturally interpret
equation (1) as the score of the given multiple F-terms.
Equation (3) represents the F-terms that are correctly
classified in the training data. Equation (2) represents
the regularization term under the constraints of equa-
tion (3). This corresponds to the maximum margin
principle [6].

To obtain a solution to the optimization problem of
equations (2) and (3), we used the following update
formula for {wp}.

w(k+1)
p = w(k)

p + ck

{
(yp − y

′

p)x
i
}

, (4)

ck = max

{
z
(k)
i ,

−margin
w(k)(yi,xi,y

′

)
||yi − y′ ||2 ||xi||2

}
,

(5)

z
(k+1)
i =

{
z
(k)
i if z

(k)
i = ck,

z
(k)
i − ck otherwise.

(6)

The training algorithm for MTC, which uses the up-
dated formula for w, is summarized as follows:
Training algorithm for the MTC

1. Initialize k ← 0, {w(0)
p } = 0, set MAX ITER.

2. For each i, using the current w(k) and decision
function of equation (1), estimate the ranked out-
put F-term y

′

.

Then, update {w(k)
p } using (4), (5) and (6)

3. If all the constraints of equation (3) are satisfied
in step 2, or k reaches MAX ITER, the iteration
is terminated. otherwise, set k ← k +1 and go to
step 2

This update formula is almost the same as that used
for a perceptron, and it corresponds to the approximate
version of Hildreth � s quadratic programming (QP) so-
lution algorithm [2]. Our formulation does not rigor-
ously satisfy the condition of Hildreth � s method. How-
ever, we confirmed that the F-term is classified almost
correctly in the training process.

3.2 One-vs-rest SVM classifier

The one-vs-rest SVM classifier is a combination of
the binary SVM classifiers associated with all the F-
terms [5]. The output score of each SVM represents

the degree of F-term occurrence in a given patent doc-
ument. We can determine the output F-terms using
these scores.

The score is calculated by using a linear kernel
function as follows:

score(x) = 〈w,x〉 + b. (7)

Here, w, b are the weight vector and bias term, respec-
tively; they are estimated by using a well known opti-
mization problem [5].

The one-vs-rest SVM classifier requires almost the
same training process for each F-term; this results in a
large training time. In addition, the size of the negative
examples is significantly greater than that of the pos-
itive ones; furthermore, almost all the negative exam-
ples other than the special examples, which are called
as support vectors, are irrelevant of classification.

Based on these results, we used heuristics that ran-
domly reduce 70–90% of the negative examples for
each F-term. We confirmed that this improves the ac-
curacy as well as reduces the training time of the pre-
liminary experiments.

3.3 One-vs-rest Naive Bayes classifier

We used the one-vs-rest Naive Bayes classifier for
themes 4D075 and 5B057. In the same manner as that
of the one-vs-rest SVM classifier, we can determine
the occurrence of the F-terms by using the following
generative probability P (yp = 1|x):

P (yp = 1|x) =∝
∏
j

P (xj |yp = 1)P (yp = 1), (8)

where P (xj |yp = 1) represents the generative proba-
bility of term xj based on the p-th F-term and P (yp =
1) is prior of the p-th F-term. These parameters can be
quickly estimated by the maximum likelihood estima-
tion in large training data.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental settings

In the classification subtask at NTCIR-6 Patent Re-
trieval Task, we performed two runs, namely, JSPAT1
and JSPAT2. The one-vs-rest SVM classifier is em-
ployed in JSPAT1, while MTC is used in JSPAT2. The
MTC was not applied in some of the themes in JS-
PAT2. The MTC maintains the weight vector in the
memory in both training and classification phases and
requires large memory resources. Therefore, it is diffi-
cult to apply the MTC to the theme with large training
data. Furthermore, the SVM classifier requires a rela-
tively large training time. From the computational re-
source viewpoint, it is difficult to apply MTC to all the�����
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runid #SVM #MTC #NB
JSPAT1 106 0 2
JSPAT2 40 66 2

Table 1. Number of classifiers in each run

runid MAP R-Prec Avg. F1
JSPAT1 43.81 40.32 30.38
JSPAT2 43.55 40.03 32.78

Table 2. Results for the entire experi-
ments

themes. NB was used in the two theme tasks in both
the runs. Table 1 shows a number of themes applied to
the classification algorithm in each run.

We applied the two heuristics for SVM in some
theme tasks. We summarize these as follows:

• The reduction of negative examples is used in
theme 2C088 - 2H111

• Division of learning is applied for SVM in theme
4J002

We set the cost parameter C = 1.0 and use the lin-
ear kernel function for all the SVMs. The reduction
ratio is set to 0.7 in themes 2C088–2H111 and to 0.9
in theme 4J002, that is, 70% and 90% of the negative
examples are reduced in each of the cases. We set the
number of divisions to 3 in theme 4J002. As men-
tioned above, we used the classification algorithm in
each theme differently. Therefore, the results for the
entire experiment do not accurately represent the per-
formance of each classifier. Therefore, we describe the
experimental results for each classifier and each theme
task in the appendix.

4.2 Results for the entire experiments

Formal run results are shown in Table 2.
We reduced the negative examples of SVM in 15

themes. In 13 of these themes, the classification was
not executed properly, as shown in the appendix. In
some cases, the size of the positive examples is greater
than that of the negative ones and the unbalancedness
of the positive and negative examples increases due to
this reduction. As a result, the classification did not
work properly.

We show all the results for each classifier in Table
3. Here, the 13 SVM results that appear to be incorrect
are excluded.

From Table 3, the SVM shows a relatively good
MAP performance as compared to the best MAP run

algorithm MAP R-Prec Avg. F1
SVM 47.38 43.55 33.22
MTC 43.69 39.47 33.64

NB 39.25 36.68 31.05
best MAP run 48.52 43.14 40.37

best F1 run 47.79 43.63 41.25

Table 3. Classification results for each al-
gorithm

runid MAP R-Prec Avg. F1
best MAP run 55.44 49.60 40.96

best F1 run 54.94 50.11 48.66
JSPAT1(SVM) 55.34 50.57 47.83

Table 4. Classification results for 2H079

and the best F1 run. We describe the effects of re-
duction of negative examples, division of learning, and
MTC in the following subsections.

4.3 The reduction of negative examples

We show the classification results for themes
2H079 and 2H111. In these themes, the reduction of
negative examples is employed and 70% of the nega-
tive examples are reduced randomly.

In general, SVM shows good precision; however,
the F1 results are not so good. However, both the re-
sults shown in Tables 4 and 5 represent a good per-
formance as compared to the other runs. In particular,
JSPAT1 shows the best MAP and F1 scores in 2H111
task. This shows the effectiveness of the reduction
of negative examples under appropriate parameter set-
tings. From the training time viewpoint, the reduction
is effective, although we did not make rigorous com-
parisons .

4.4 Division of learning for SVM

Theme 4J002 has the biggest training data in this
task; the size of the F-term set is 710 and that of the
training document is 35147. We could not execute
training directly for all the classifiers. Therefore, the
division of learning and reduction of negative exam-
ples are applied for the one-vs-rest SVM.

As shown in Table 6, both the heuristics work well.
We obtain the best F1 score in this theme. This in-
dicates that ensemble learning when the division of
learning is carried out.

4.5 Multi topic classifier

We developed a new MTC for this task. In de-
veloping, some formulation, for example, selection of�����
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runid MAP R-Prec Avg. F1
best MAP run 50.21 44.60 36.61

best F1 run 54.17 51.00 45.52
JSPAT1(SVM) 54.27 49.48 45.86

Table 5. Classification results for 2H111

runid MAP R-Prec Avg. F1
best MAP run 40.48 39.31 24.24

best F1 run 44.55 44.60 30.74
JSPAT1(SVM) 42.91 41.96 36.57

Table 6. Classification results for 4J002

loss function, introduction of the similarity for each F-
term, selection of the solution algorithm for QP prob-
lem is tried. However, the development of the classi-
fier is not perfect. Therefore, the results of the MTC
do not represent the effect of multi-topic classification
in all the results. However, in some themes, the MTC
shows relatively good performance, as shown in Ta-
ble 5. Furthermore, the MTC outperforms the normal
SVM with regard to the F1 score in many themes. (see
Appendix)

5 Conclusion

We conducted the classification subtask at NTCIR-
6 Patent Retrieval Task by three document classifiers,
namely, the one-vs-rest SVM classifier, multi-topic
classifier, and one-vs-rest Naive Bayes classifier.

For the one-vs-rest SVM classifier, two heuristics,
namely, the reduction of negative examples and di-
vision of learning, are applied for the some of the
themes. These heuristics improve the F1 score and re-
duced the training time in the three themes. However,
the reduction of negative examples created a problem
for the classification in the 13 themes. The cause of
this problem appears to be the violation of our assump-
tion regarding negative examples. We need to study
and develop a safer and more general reduction tech-
nique.

Considering that the F-term categorization subtask
is a multi-topic classification task, we developed a
multi-topic classifier based on the maximum margin
principle. This classifier showed a slightly better per-
formance with regard to the F1 score than the SVM;
however, the improvement is not as significant as ex-
pected. Many formulations for multi-topic classifica-
tion are being studied. We should continue to study
multi-topic classification for tasks having many class
categories with structures that are the same as those of
the F-term classification.

During this task, we attempted to introduce some
similarity between each F-term based on the F-term

runid MAP R-Prec Avg. F1
best MAP run 46.16 36.73 29.00

best F1 run 45.07 36.82 33.48
JSPAT1(SVM) 45.13 36.82 27.42
JSPAT2(MTC) 45.62 37.11 30.11

Table 7. Classification results for 4D040

classification system and their frequency of appear-
ance of the F-terms [3]. However, positive results
were not obtained in at least some formulations. We
think that the introduction of this type of similarity can
improve the classification performance; we are going
to study the formulation of the similarity between the
class categories such as F-terms.
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Theme MAP R-Prec F1

2C088 4.29 3.82 2.27
2D040 26.79 26.39 19.57
2D055 14.54 13.04 10.66
2E164 18.56 14.25 10.38
2F014 19.24 12.93 8.21
2F062 12.24 16.44 4.64
2F065 12.04 15.54 4.74
2F112 24.75 22.42 7.01
2G051 21.16 22.48 8.83
2G065 17.81 18.19 7.58
2H005 23.91 21.83 6.34
2H023 14.62 11.71 8.08
2H026 30.8 27.22 27.09
2H079 55.34 50.57 47.83
2H111 54.27 49.48 45.86

Table 8. Classification results of SVM for
2C088 - 2H111

Theme MAP R-Prec Avg. F1

2D040 53.04 48.73 43.41
2D055 46.46 39.5 34.6
2E164 42.58 35.09 26.7
2F014 57.18 48.46 42.27
2F062 24.43 26.26 18.44
2F112 47.98 43.44 38.52
2H026 56.24 49.67 46.11
2H079 54.62 50.49 44.06

Table 9. Classification results of MTC for
2D040 - 2H079

Theme MAP R-Prec Avg. F1

3B154 44.4 44.52 27.22
3C034 45.59 40.84 30.31
3C045 40.53 34.3 25.31
3D041 48.1 45.85 38.98
3D043 40.97 39.14 23.46
3D054 46.72 43.41 32.25
3E040 51.29 46.52 34.43
3E083 46.8 42.87 29.02
3F022 40.48 37.39 27.6
3F049 41.92 36.41 33.36
3F054 47.43 45.43 36.36
3F064 54.25 48.26 35.67
3F079 42.92 40.57 29.11
3F301 58.1 50.33 40.08
3F307 49.74 43.07 32.72
3F333 46.97 44.82 36.5
3G019 51.44 48.68 30.05
3G023 51.03 47.35 38.34
3G091 49.68 47.93 36.85
3H045 49.57 45.98 35.94
3H076 43.41 38.48 25.6
3K068 38.38 35.09 23.83
3L050 55.66 44.2 39.23
3L051 47.67 38.51 30.59
3L103 47.58 43.75 29.17

Table 10. Classification results of SVM for
3B154 - 3L103

Theme MAP R-Prec Avg. F1

3B154 42.21 41.25 33.42
3D041 45.07 43.68 40.11
3D043 39.76 38.12 27.39
3D054 42.78 40.01 32.6
3E040 46.37 41.19 34.68
3E083 46.09 40.69 32.65
3F022 36.32 33.19 28.6
3F049 40.35 35.07 34.47
3F064 51.07 44.64 38.69
3F079 40.13 36.73 32.45
3F307 46.82 41.61 33.26
3G019 48.67 47.38 33.61
3G023 47.9 42.91 40.51
3G091 42.14 42.85 37.18
3H045 46.89 43.97 36.7
3H076 43.05 38.77 32.7
3K068 36.55 32.93 28.03
3L050 55.57 46.06 40.29
3L051 1.57 1.57 2.03
3L103 43.95 41.16 35.74

Table 11. Classification results of MTC for
3B154 - 3L103

�����
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Theme MAP R-Prec Avg. F1

4B017 51.62 45.98 27.3
4C055 49.36 46.14 39.81
4C063 57.35 51.2 44.38
4C084 46.53 44.33 39.48
4C090 45.62 43.86 26.9
4C093 39.77 39.22 21.92
4D012 47.99 42.37 29.1
4D040 45.13 36.82 27.42
4D050 54.79 50.43 40.87
4D059 35.32 35.42 17.33
4D065 45.71 41.83 29.54
4D075 34.49 34.47 27.68
4E081 31.85 30.05 16.33
4F070 38.16 37.74 24.03
4F071 53.67 51.67 46.38
4F073 45.27 42.74 30.2
4F210 55.67 54.25 49.58
4G072 49.0 47.79 32.57
4H045 59.26 54.2 47.87
4H057 61.34 57.24 47.61
4H061 55.49 52.37 36.52
4J002 42.91 41.96 36.57
4J034 26.19 32.65 27.37
4J039 52.37 50.94 31.83
4J043 45.01 45.96 44.69

4K001 49.98 46.71 39.35
4K013 54.18 49.22 41.27
4K026 59.62 55.13 41.62
4K031 46.63 42.49 30.07
4K044 60.41 55.34 47.5
4L045 63.48 57.15 49.88
4L056 39.15 37.59 24.7

4M112 54.44 49.28 41.18
4M118 52.87 49.92 39.92

Table 12. Classification results of SVM for
4B017 - 4M118

Theme MAP R-Prec Avg. F1

4B017 49.11 42.94 35.19
4C063 52.47 46.57 44.43
4C090 44.72 42.19 33.67
4D012 46.27 40.08 32.38
4D040 45.62 37.11 30.81
4D050 52.73 48.56 41.94

Table 13. Classification results of MTC for
4B017 - 4D050

�����
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Theme MAP R-Prec Avg. F1

5B013 46.17 35.66 28.76
5B029 56.56 48.54 45.95
5B034 43.19 35.24 28.45
5B057 44.16 38.96 34.53
5B062 46.87 40.25 27.92
5B064 40.85 38.75 34.18
5B076 36.35 30.0 25.45
5C023 51.83 46.24 32.47
5C055 53.51 48.85 38.96
5C060 37.58 33.49 23.65
5C087 39.39 39.36 23.75
5D015 45.61 38.05 33.5
5D042 49.68 42.86 32.38
5D046 33.11 30.16 17.09
5D117 42.08 36.99 29.81
5E077 46.59 43.18 35.32
5E082 51.82 50.43 42.79
5E319 48.73 42.96 37.65
5E346 38.63 39.34 34.97
5F051 43.62 39.5 32.59
5F056 34.82 32.11 18.04
5F101 42.6 40.57 25.17
5F102 61.59 57.05 49.51
5G321 51.56 45.91 32.77
5H007 55.75 50.89 35.93
5H024 49.84 46.36 31.73
5H030 49.99 45.37 28.5
5J065 55.32 52.31 47.0

5K024 45.24 41.44 29.6
5K026 32.74 29.59 19.61
5K039 41.59 37.09 23.83
5K051 37.23 34.55 22.79
5K061 48.04 43.97 30.91
5K072 45.59 41.93 27.11

Table 14. Classification results of SVM for
5B013 - 5K072

Theme MAP R-Prec Avg. F1

5B013 44.29 33.64 28.17
5B029 54.74 47.13 45.86
5B034 42.6 32.87 29.99
5B062 44.15 37.74 30.01
5B064 37.44 35.77 31.81
5C023 49.62 43.57 38.17
5C055 51.76 48.38 41.31
5C060 35.05 30.32 25.65
5C087 37.09 37.26 28.28
5D015 42.61 34.96 32.75
5D042 48.68 41.32 33.84
5D046 29.05 26.4 19.48
5D117 39.63 35.34 29.69
5E077 43.18 40.1 36.83
5E082 45.97 45.82 41.68
5E319 44.5 38.75 37.26
5E346 37.03 36.25 34.43
5F051 38.87 34.57 32.17
5F056 34.36 31.15 21.94
5F101 39.11 37.28 28.39
5F102 58.74 54.88 50.42
5G321 49.57 43.75 36.44
5H007 50.3 46.35 38.74
5H024 48.49 44.56 36.6
5H030 35.04 36.39 24.58
5J065 53.74 50.31 47.22

5K024 42.3 38.6 32.79
5K026 32.73 29.74 26.43
5K039 38.35 34.04 25.25
5K051 35.45 31.67 27.23
5K061 46.25 41.09 34.44
5K072 40.77 38.13 31.0

Table 15. Classification results of MTC for
5B013 - 5K072

Theme MAP R-Prec Avg. F1
4D075 34.49 34.47 27.68
5B057 44.16 38.96 34.53

Table 16. Classification results of NB for 4D075, 5B057
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